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Int’. Airport, Atlanta 
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One of six buildings at the 
Merrill terminal. This one is used 

for the storage of up to 12,000 rolls of
newsprint in a dehumidified climate

controlled atmosphere. Temperature is
controlled by a gas fired heating system.

Cover Photo: NV and BVL Type buildings at
the Merrill terminal, Portland Maine, USA.

One of eight Rapid   
Erect Shelters 
(RES) at RAF 

Marham, UK

2003 has been a watershed

year for the Rubb Group in that

we have moved into the design

and construction of aluminum

framed structures. Traditionally

the Rubb building frame has consisted of hot dip galvanized steel. We have

made several small shelters in aluminum before, but now we have moved

into complex aircraft hangars. This development has taken several years and

has been carried out by Rubb Buildings Ltd. At Rubb Inc in the USA we have

set another Rubb record with the construction of our largest span building to

date; a 270ft single span aircraft hangar for Air Tran Inc. 

In Norway, we have completed the development of a new aluminum 

shelter (Rapid Deployment Shelter) and have started the 

development of a brand new steel Rubb building.

The above illustrates that product development 

is always on the agenda at Rubb. To keep up with 

market developments and our competition 

we always strive to be able to offer our 

customers competitive and  innovative 

products of the highest quality.  

We hope this year’s content in the 

Fabric Engineer will be of interest.

welcome to the    fabric
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Rubb TM 
Due to reorganization within the Rubb Group,
and to improve efficiency the activities of the
company’s architectural division, Rubb TM,
has now been included under the management
and direction of Rubb Buildings Ltd.

World’s largest tension
membrane structure 
for sale
The world's largest tension membrane
structure, the Aerodrome to house the
"Cargolifter" in Germany is up for sale. This
huge structure was designed to house a new
generation of "Zeppelins" that were intended to
transport large cargo such as turbines via air
instead of sea. This project has not been an
economic success and the Aerodrome may be
sold to a consortium which plans to turn it into
a leisure complex.

Rubb & TSS complete first
TM structure
Rubb which has teamed up with Tension Span
Structures of Australia has completed their
first full tension membrane project in the USA.
The canopy was made in Australia and the
steel in the USA. Rubb Inc and TSS jointly
erected the structure in Fitchburg, 
Wisconsin, USA.

Protan developing 
new fabric
Protan A/S, a major supplier of architectural
fabric to the Rubb Group is in the process of
developing a new lacquered finish to its 
fabric product range. Protan A/S already
supplies standard lacquered and double
lacquered fabric, but this latest product
development which is hoped will be available in
the fall 2004 is a brand new type of lacquer
that will give a longer lasting clean surface
finish.
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Rubb Port Buildings

In the last 12 months there has been a real increase in
demand by Port Authorities for Rubb relocatable
warehousing systems on both sides of the Atlantic.
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Rubb Sports Buildings

With the increased interest in the sports and leisure
industry, the company sees the creation of sports
buildings as a natural extension of their work.
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Rubb Port BuildingsRubb Port BuildingsFeature...

In the last 12 months Rubb has seen

a real increase in demand by Port

Authorities for our relocatable

warehousing systems on both sides

of the Atlantic. More and more

operators are appreciating the

benefits of reliable low cost dockside

storage that is quick to construct and

which is adaptable for a variety of

uses. Furthermore the ability of Rubb

buildings to be easily relocated from

one location to another is a clear

benefit in these times when speed of

response is vital to modern day port

operations.

Philadelphia, PA, USA
The Port of Philadelphia faced an urgent

need in the summer of 2003 to enclose

over one hundred thousand square feet of

storage space at the Tioga Marine

Terminal on the Delaware River. This

space was necessary to meet the Port's

commitments to handle cargo shipments

of lumber and other materials into the new

warehouse beginning in early December

2003. Having had a positive experience

with a 13,130 square foot Rubb structure

built in 2002, the Port again turned to

Rubb for assistance in meeting their

project requirements.

Rubb received the order for a 106,700

square foot linked span building in August

2003 and immediately proceeded to

begin design and materials procurement.

The first fabricated materials were

delivered to the project's general

contractor, JMG Construction of

Pottstown, Pennsylvania less than two

months later.  JMG, working in conjunction

with their project subcontractors, was able

to complete the structure ready for use in

just over two months. This allowed the

Port to discharge cargo into a fully

functional, lighted and sprinkled

warehouse structure on time and as

planned. The Port of Philadelphia project

involved a tight schedule and a difficult

site.  The project was further complicated

by the fact that the Rubb building was

replacing a competitor's structure that had

collapsed under snow load in February of

2003. This unfortunate event led to a

rigorous review and inspection of Rubb's

design calculations and the Rubb

structure itself to ensure full compliance

with building code and insurance

company requirements. Rubb met these

challenges and more.

In fact, Rubb went beyond project

specification requirements and provided a

relocatable foundation and anchoring for

the uneven site without the need for

expensive concrete footings or piles.  This

foundation kept the structure level and

plumb and allowed for better drainage

away from the structure. In addition Rubb

supplied the structure with a higher

Completed Rubb Building. Twin 110ft wide, 485ft long with 23ft side wall

Steel truss being erected
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Port Arthur, USA
When the Port of Port Arthur on the Texas

Gulf Coast needed additional dockside

warehouse space they turned to Rubb’s

company in the U.S.A, Rubb Inc. to

provide an innovative, quick, cost

effective solution.  Importation of forest

products has become a significant growth

sector in the Port’s expanding import and

export business.

Rubb provided a 220ft wide by 525ft 

BVE range bi-link building with 32ft

sidewalls which provides an additional

115,500 square feet of transit storage in

addition to covering the port’s railroad

siding.  The structure was designed to

meet the stringent Texas Gulf Coast

building code requirements, including

winds of 130mph.

The building features six 36ft wide by 24ft

high bi-parting Norco® doors for access

on dockside as well as access through

the ends of the building for rail cars.

Two 18ft wide Norco® single panel sliding

doors provide additional access.  The

lighting system was designed so that the

lights are automatically turned off during

daylight hours when the white translucent

roof membrane provides a bright working

environment. This will also have significant

energy cost savings for the Port.

Rubb buildings feature a well designed

steel frame which is hot dip galvanized

after fabrication.  This lattice type steel

truss framework is covered by a heavy

duty, high quality PVC coated

architectural membrane.

The project took only seven months to

complete and cost the Port of Port Arthur

less than conventional construction.

Future plans call for expansion utilizing

the Rubb Building System.

Left: Covering the port’s
railroad siding.
Below: The new Rubb
dockside warehousing at 
Port Arthur, Texas, USA.

interior clear height than specified in order

to provide greater operational flexibility

within the structure. The bottom line is

that the Port of Philadelphia was able to

enclose over 40 million cubic feet of

space within four months of contract with

a reliable and proven Rubb structure

design.

No project of this magnitude is without

problems and significant challenges,

however at the end of this project Rubb

was pleased to hear the customer say,

"you guys built a great product!"

Tacoma, USA
Rubb Assists with Port of
Tacoma’s Expansion

2003 was a year of record investment

and cargo volume for the Port of Tacoma.

Part of that investment was the addition of

a $40 million Marshal Avenue Auto Facility

which included a Rubb BVE building.

Rubb won the bid for the relocatable

warehouse in July of 2003 and completed

installation early that fall. The structure is

100ft wide x 330ft long x 20ft side walls

and is used to store new cars and auto

parts. The versatility of the Rubb building

allows the port to relocate the structure to

wherever expansion is taking place. After

a project is complete Rubb structures can

be easily taken down, re-erected, stored

or re-sold making them the optimal

solution for temporary structure

requirements. The post production hot dip

galvanized steel frame provides superior

corrosion protection. Complete sections

of the heavy duty 28 oz/yd2 PVC coated

polyester material can be taken down and

folded into relatively small pieces to make

for easy storage.
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Londonderry, UK
In Ireland a Rubb building was recently

installed for the Londonderry Port

Authority. As the photograph shows this is

a substantial warehouse, measuring

475ft in length with a 130ft span. With a

20.5ft high sidewall the building was

designed to incorporate six roller shutter

doors for ease and speed of access in the

storage of plywood. In order to maximize

internal storage space the building is

constructed with I-beam column walls as

an alternative to the traditional ‘lattice’

design. From the initial Rubb proposal to 

handover to client the project only took six

months to complete. As Harbor Master

Bill McCann commented, "The main

reasons we went for a Rubb building were

versatility, as we can move it in the future

if needed, and speed of construction, and

we were able to have the building erected

only 82ft from the wharf." 

Rubb’s relocatable 
warehousing at the Port of Londonderry 

Ease of access
was one of the 
priorities 

Tilbury, UK
Some years ago a 200ftx1152ft

relocatable warehouse was constructed

at the Port of Tilbury by Rubb Buildings.

Over a year later, to meet increased

storage requirements, this building was

doubled in length, and five years later the

building was dismantled, converted and

relocated at three different berths at the

Port. Recently two of these sections have

subsequently been relocated again with

dismantling and re-erection carried out by

local contractors. The ability to relocate

Rubb structures, no matter what size,

enables port authorities to develop their

port to suit the needs of existing and new

customers. In short, if warehousing or

storage is in the wrong place Rubb

buildings can simply be relocated.

Belfast, UK
The benefits of a Rubb building have also

been noted by Belfast Harbor

Commission for the storage of packed

wood. A 150ft span by 575ft long

warehouse with a 23ft high sidewall has

just been completed. Ease of access has

been assured by providing the building
with six 40ft wide by 20ft high openings

complete with 8ft deep canopies; and

once again truss walls have been

replaced by 

I-beam

column walls

to maximize

storage space.

Rubb also

designed and

installed the

roof mounted

ventilation and

lighting

systems.



project: Ikea

Ikea, Bergen, Norway was re-organizing its sales area in 2003

and needed extra space due to expansion. Rubb Norway, via

W.Giertsen A/S got the job to install an insulated NV structure

that joined onto the existing IKEA steel building. Customers can

therefore walk straight from the existing building into the Rubb

structure that stores garden furniture, plants and other

spring/summer products. The structure is leased so that IKEA

has total flexibility to remove the structure if the seasonal

demand should warrant it. IKEA had previously rented a Rubb

THA structure, but this became too small in 2003.

project: Tuwi Wiggen

Tuwi Wiggen A/S is a relative newcomer to the natural stone

suppliers in Bergen having been established only a few years

ago. Located just outside Bergen this company needed an

indoor storage facility for some of their products. Rubb Norway,

via W.Giertsen A/S supplied a 20ft wide THA that matched the

colors of the existing storage buildings. Tuwi Wiggen has in a

few years become one of the largest suppliers of natural stone

products in the Bergen area and supply everything from

kitchen table tops of stone to granite garden steps.

project: Deutag Siberian

Rubb Norway via sales agent W.Giertsen A/S recently delivered

and erected two NV type buildings in Siberia, Russia for the

German oil exploration company Deutag Gmbh. One 82ft wide

x 157ft long  x 13ft sidewall and the other slightly smaller at 82ft

wide x 148ft long x 13ft sidewall, are to be moved from site to

site by the client as exploration moves from location to location.

Apart from being used to house compressors and large tanks

which are used to separate sludge from oil products, a unique

feature of the buildings is that they have been specifically

designed to be built around large diesel generators.

project: KR Steinsbø

This structure for KR Steinsbø is 65ft wide x 70ft long with 10ft

sidewalls and is located on the island of Bømlo where Rubb

Norway is based. The company is the island's largest supplier of

timber related building products. They employ about 10 staff

that also includes some carpenters. Kr. Steinsbø is also a dealer

of standard wooden houses known as 'Norbohus'. The structure

was required due to the need to store more building products in

a controlled indoor environment.

Rubb Project Updates 
from Norway
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project: RAF Marham
The first deliveries of 51 Rapid

Environmental Shelters (RES) have

been erected at RAF Marham, Norfolk.

An initial supply of 8 shelters is

currently playing its part in a special

twelve month evaluation project being

carried out by the RAF on the

maintenance and reliability of their fast

jet aircraft.

project: Johnson Controls

13 years ago Johnson Controls of Telford, Shropshire installed
their first Rubb building, erected from our NV range.  After many
years of trouble free use they have recently placed an order for
a 65ft by 230ft BVR building
with two link tunnels. To aid 
in the distribution of the
products for the motor
industry  during wet weather a
canopy to cover loading was
an integral part of the new
building design.

Rubb Project Updates 
from the UK
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project: RAF Lossiemouth/Mansell

For over 20 years Rubb buildings have been successfully used

at RAF Lossiemouth, on the edge of the Moray Firth. Having

withstood severe winter winds and snow the confidence gained

in these buildings led the RAF

to specify Rubb for a new 65ft

by 130ft NV sports building

which was recently erected.
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Rubb and Ferrari... 
a better future

The complete recycling of PVC composite textiles
What do a truck tarpaulin, an advertising
sign, a marquee and a stretched-ceiling
have in common? They all use PVC
composite textiles. 

Ferrari, a leading manufacturer in this
rapidly expanding market, made the
decision to focus on the end-of-life
treatment of these products and their
efforts and investments have been
rewarded with the Texyloop® recycling
process...the launch of an industrial pilot
project is planned for 2004.

Producing materials with high-added
value is good, but concern about their
future (after multiple types of usage) is
even better. In light of the success of
these materials in the building,
advertising and architectural sectors,
Ferrari quickly became aware of the
potential consequences of waste. These
high added-value materials no longer had
to be dispatched to the incinerator when
they could be put to better use.

Consequently Ferrari chose to invest
more heavily in the recycling process.

100 % recycled
composite textiles
Recycling techniques already existed but,
as far as the treatment of composite
textiles was concerned, they were far
from perfect. Having spotted this gap in
technological progress, Ferrari focused
its resources on the development of a
new recycling process. Extensive
research and an industrial partnership
has finally culminated in Texyloop®, which
should be available from 2004 onward.
The origins of this technique go back
approximately ten years. At the time,
Ferrari SA was conquering the advertising
sign market. Next came the 
Vinyloop program, and finally Texyloop®.
The first research took place in 1995…
Ferrari’s objective was to completely
separate the polyester and the PVC in
order to recover them in different forms. A
traditional solvent was used to dissolve
the whole formula leaving just the
polyester, which reappeared in the form
of fibers. This gentle process (not
requiring heat in excess of 100°C)
provided a means of recovering the fibers

without damaging them. Once rinsed,
they were in fact extremely pure. After a
carding phase, they could then be re-
launched on the market for geo-textile
applications, filters, reinforcements,
insulation or padding.

But what could be done with the
remaining solvent and dissolved PVC
solution? Ferrari turned at this point to the
Solvay group, its principal PVC supplier.
The ensuing partnership produced a
process christened Vinyloop® for
separating the PVC formula through
precipitation.

In other words, the PVC could in turn be
recovered in the form of flexible PVC
compounds. As for the solvent, it could
be re-generated and re-introduced into
the recycling circuit. The small grains of
flexible PVC obtained were perfectly
regular and uniform. Not only was the
quality of the recycled grains comparable
to the original product, but the
granulometric characteristics had even
been improved. This meant that the PVC
could consequently be 100% re-used in
existing industrial processes without any
specific adaptation. Finally, following a
calendering process, the compounds
could also be used in waterproofing
sheets, floor coverings and non-food
packaging applications.

Ferrari, as co-inventor, could now
commercially exploit the application of

this process and it wasn’t long before the
new Texyloop® technique, specially
adapted for the recycling of PVC textiles,
also saw the light of day.

The industrial pilot, capable of treating
approximately 500 kg of material, is
currently in the design phase. It should be
constructed in 2007 at Tavaux (France)
and should have a capacity of 1,000
metric tons/year.

PVC COATED TEXTILES RECYCLING
with TEXYLOOP technology

Once the formula has been treated, the
flame-retardant elements lose none of
their efficiency (in some cases it is even
improved), due to the fact that they have
been spread evenly throughout the
substance’s mass with the movement of
the solvent. The process can also
integrate other additives such as
pigments, stabilizing agents or anti-UV
agents (depending on the application
required) before the precipitation of the
PVC.

Making companies aware of the recycling
possibilities is not enough to ensure that
the collection process runs smoothly.
Ferrari has consequently decided to work
alongside these companies, and has
proposed an efficient recovery method.

For more information:
http://www.texyloop.com
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Rubb Buildings recently finished
construction of a brand new indoor
training facility which allows
Newcastle’s Football Academy, as
well as members of the first team,  to
train in perfect conditions - whatever
the weather.

The 220ft by 300ft building, which houses
a full sized soccer field, is located at the

Club’s training center in Longbenton,
Newcastle. 

Rubb Buildings has a well established
reputation for the manufacture of large
tailor-made, relocatable storage buildings
and aircraft hangars. These are built in the
United States as well as in many parts of
Europe and the UK.

The company sees the creation of sports

buildings such as Newcastle’s new indoor
training facility as a natural extension of
their work. Rubb has already constructed
a number of similar buildings for various
sporting activities throughout the USA and
UK.

"This building was tailor-made to
Newcastle United’s own specification and
in line with local planning restrictions",
says Ray Colby, Sales Manager of Rubb
Buildings.  "They needed an area that was
large enough to hold a full sized pitch and
high enough to provide headroom for
throw-ins and free kicks. In addition the
building needed to be in place within a
fairly short time-frame."

Ray first approached Newcastle United
with the idea of using a Rubb relocatable
building after hearing that the Club was
looking for an indoor training center as an
integral part of its Football Academy. 

Above: The interior of the new indoor training facility -
note the effect of the translucent roof.

Left: Aerial view of the 220x300ft building.

Rubb Sports BuildingsRubb Sports BuildingsFeature...

Rubb scores big with Newcastle United FC
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A visit by the Club’s senior managers to a
Rubb built warehouse facility in Prudhoe
was enough to convince them that Rubb
was the right choice and an order was
placed. 

Ray and his team managed the entire
project, which took less than two months
to complete, and delivered the new indoor
training facility to United on time and
within budget. "We were awarded the
contract because of the quality of our
work, our attention to detail and the
standard of the finish," adds Ray. "There
were a number of local contractors
working on the project but everyone
understood the parameters and time
frame of the job and we all worked
together to ensure a successful outcome."

Eddie Rutherford, Facilities Manager at the
NUFC Academy has this to say about the
new facility: "The performance Rubb
Buildings achieved and maintained during
the ‘build’ program of our new indoor
training center was exemplary. There is
little doubt that we now have provided the
first team and Academy with a facility that
is built to the highest level. It is something
we can all take immense pride in."

Newcastle 
Falcons RUFC
In Rugby, Rubb has also provided
Newcastle Falcons Rugby Club with an
extremely economical way of helping to
shelter spectators from the weather in the
Club's two recently constructed stands at
Kingston Park.   Rubb TM designed,
manufactured and installed gable ends in
both stands, the largest of which spans
50ft. "Kingston Park is fairly open to the
elements," commented Sales Manager,
Ray Colby. "So not only did the spectators
need all round cover but the gable ends
needed to allow movement as the roof
structure was designed to flex in high
winds.  Our tensioned products, made of
acrylic coated PVC in their distinctive three
dimensional shapes, allow for this”.
Other more traditional materials, such as
glass and steel had been considered but
were dismissed on grounds of high cost
and rigidity.  Furthermore the translucent
PVC material increases the natural lighting
within the stands.  With a 20-year life
expectancy this material has been a highly
cost effective answer to the question of
spectator comfort at Kingston Park.

Portland Sports facility, USA
The Portland Sports Center is owned and
operated by Sportsplex Management
Group and includes a FieldTurf Synthetic
Turf field used for soccer, lacrosse, field
hockey, flag football, baseball, softball,
and ultimate Frisbee. The lighting system
was custom designed for the facility by
SMG and Musco Sports Lighting and
maximizes the unique shape of the RUBB
roof line as well as the fabric by mounting
the lamps on the side walls of the
structure as opposed to the ceiling. It
creates an indirect light that is perfect for
sports play as well as being much more

accessible for maintenance. The facility is
180ft wide by 250ft long and includes a
sports restaurant, indoor batting cages
and baseball training facility operated by
Frozen Ropes Training Centers, locker
rooms, function areas and spectator
seating for up to 500. During the off
season, the facility will be used for special
events such as camping and boat shows,
food and wine shows, and winter sports
equipment shows. The Portland Sports
Center is the second Rubb Sports Building
owned and operated by Sportsplex
Management Group, LLC.
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At Hartsfield International Airport in

Atlanta, Georgia, USA, Rubb is currently

completing the development of a large

maintenance hangar facility for AirTran

Airways. 

Rubb Inc: of Sanford, Maine, USA was

contracted to build the largest relocatable

hangar they have manufactured to date,

measuring 270ft wide by 210ft long, with

sidewalls that consist of concrete tilt up

panels over 30ft high.

When complete, the hangar will be able to

accommodate two Boeing 717s side by

side and allow for full maintenance to be

carried out on and around the aircraft. The

interior peak height will reach to over 65ft

and the main hangar door, a Norco®

System, will be 250ft wide by 50ft high.

The hangar frame is made of hot dip

galvanized steel covered with 28 oz/yd2

PVC coated fabric with Tedlar top finish for

additional protection against dirt. Rubb

Inc. has total responsibility for the design,

fabrication, delivery and erection of the

hangar including the door system.

As Rubb Director of Marketing, Gordon

Collins commented: "It is especially

pleasing to have been awarded this

contract as Rubb was strongly

recommended by one of our existing

customers, United Airlines. Even though

the size of the AirTran hangar is the

largest to date it will have only taken 6

months to install when completed in April

of this year." The integration of the Rubb

hangar with a well designed conventional

structure shows another feature of Rubb's

capability.

AirTran Hangar, USAAirTran Hangar, USAFeature...

Our widest hangar to date nears completion

Above: AirTran hangar 
in final stage of construction

Below: Artist impression of completed hangar



project: R. Pepin & Sons

R. Pepin & Sons, a local company that provides a sanding and

plowing service for the roads in the area required a dry storage

facility to store sand and salt. Rubb Inc. provided a 40x40ft THA

shelter that was erected directly onto concrete ecology blocks

which help to retain the bulk material. The use of ecology blocks

meant the shelter could be erected quickly and no time was lost

constructing form work for concrete walls. The large door allows

easy access to the sand and salt. The translucent roof provides

enough daylight that artificial lighting is kept to a minimum.

project: City of Laconia

The City of Laconia needed an affordable solution to their

sand/salt storage requirements. The first and most important

problem encountered was the less than desirable land at the

site provided for the erection. The area was quite wet

approximately 4ft below grade. A second concern was cost.

Rubb supplied a 50x90ft BVE with 16ft legs that was designed

to be erected on the ground without the use of a conventional

foundation. This allowed the town to erect a structure on a poor

site and ultimately saved the town the conventional foundation

costs. Lighting wasn’t required due to the translucent PVC roof. 

project: Rubb Inc - steel shop

Rubb Inc: which has a 21 year old Rubb BVC structure as its

steel shop has recently extended this by 50ft to allow extra steel

production capacity. The extension will be partitioned from the

rest of the steel shop and used to

manufacture smaller Rubb

structure components such as

flanges, struts and clips. These

parts will then be transported into

the main steel shop for welding

into trusses.

project: City of Hartford, Vermont

When the City of Hartford decided they required a dry storage

facility to store over 6000 cubic yards of sand and salt for the

treating of roads they turned to Rubb Inc. A 72x130ft BVE with

16ft side walls was erected on a conventional foundation which

also helped to retain the bulk material and although the

translucent roof provides plenty of natural daylight, ceiling

lighting was installed to make night time operations more

efficient and safer. The 33x20ft gable end door provides easy

access for heavy vehicles during loading and unloading of the

sand and salt.

Rubb Project Updates 
from the USA
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ProtanProtanRubb and...

Fabric - what and why
Fabric may be defined as a multi-layer,
flexible, composite, construction material.
What does this mean?

If a cross section is cut through a coated
fabric one will see that it consists of
several layers, normally five.  

Those five are:   

• top coat  • base coat  • yarn
• base coat  • bottom coat

Yarn

In the middle one will find a textile or yarn
as it is more often called.  The yarn is
normally made of polyester (PET) or
polyamid (PA) yarn.

There are different techniques for
converting the yarn to a fabric, of which
the most used are weaving and weft
insertion.  A weft inserted fabric differs
from a woven fabric as the warp and weft
yarns are laid upon each other and bound
together with a thinner yarn keeping the
threads in place.  See illustrations below.

Above: Weft inserted fabric  Below: Woven yarn

The fabric is characterized by several

parameters like yarn strength,

thickness/weight, shrinkage, number of 

yarns per inch and the setting of 
yarns, all parameters in warp and weft

direction.

The yarn is the main contributor to the

mechanical strength of the fabric.

Coating
The next step is to coat or impregnate the

textile/yarn with some kind of polymeric

substance such as latex, PVC (poly-

vinylchloride), PUR (poly-urethane) etc.

PVC is by far the most used coating

substance.  This is due to its many

excellent properties – and low price.

PVC is applied to the yarn by several

coating techniques such as calendering,

spread coating with plastisol, or dipping.

Each of these gives the finished product

somewhat different properties.

A typical PVC coating contains

• PVC   

• plasticizer   

• stabilizer

• pigments   

• flame retardant additives, if needed

The coating has several functions, such as

• protection of the fabric against UV-light,

chemicals, abrasion etc.

• making the material weldable

• giving the material its color

• giving the material special properties, 

like flame retardency, extra UV-

resistance, antistatic properties, oil 

resistance etc.

Converting into products
Panels of fabric may be converted into a
shaped product in many different ways of
which some are

• welding by high frequency, wedge 
welder or hot air

• gluing
• sewing

Which process to choose may be
decided by type of product, size, number
of items, requirements for seam strength
regarding mechanical stress etc.

Fabric products are used 
in many applications

• structures, tents
• tarpaulins
• truck covers / side curtains
• reservoir liners
• tunnel cladding
• ventilation tubing
• waterproofing membranes
• water tanks
• container liners
• oil bags
• water bags

As can be seen, there are a wide range of
applications.

Why fabric?

Fabric is durable, easily repairable, it has
a long life expectancy, is easy to pack and
store, has light weight – and last but not
least: has low lifetime costs.
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Rubb News

A critical storage requirement was met in

Brunswick, Georgia USA, where the

Logistec Company needed to replace

aging wooden covers for two circular bulk

storage facilities and contacted Rubb,

Inc: to design, fabricate, deliver and install

two 116ft diameter custom dome covers.

The material being stored in bulk was

urea, a material used in fertilizers which,

because of its chemical properties,

required a departure from Rubb’s usual

practice of post fabrication hot dip

galvanizing.

With this in mind the black steel frame

was delivered to site and painted with a

special paint to protect it from the

corrosive components associated with

urea. Tensioned over these steel

structures were heavy duty PVC coated

polyester membranes.

Critical storage problem solved - USA

Hydro Aluminum, one of the world’s

largest producers of aluminum, recently

faced a real storage problem at their

plant at Karmøy, Norway. They urgently

needed additional on-site storage

facilities to hold a large order of aluminum

ingots but because the ground

surrounding the plant was so uneven

options were extremely limited.

Rubb Buildings’ Norwegian company

was able to design, manufacture and

install one of its NV type buildings to allow

for the sloping ground.

Considerable challenges had to be

overcome as there was a 12 inch drop

from one end of the site to the other, the

concrete foundations therefore have a

varying height to make the building level;

the doors have sloping door blades at

their bases to cope with the uneven

ground condition.

When completed, the building is 50ft

wide x 167ft long x 13ft high side walls,

with six vertical folding doors on one side

and personnel doors on the other.

Hydro Aluminum - Norway
Now you can have a storage facility on
uneven ground

Right: Tailor made Windsor Doors are installed

Below: 6 large side doors allow handling optimization
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Marcel Chauvette, shipping/receiving

department supervisor has been with

Rubb for the past 8 years and Rubb has

sponsored him since 2000. Marcel now

races in the Nascar Sport Series at Beech

Ridge Motor Speedway in Scarborough,

Maine, USA.

This is his first year in this series and he

has improved his finishes with a season

best 2nd place.

Rubb Norway sponsored the local Rifle

Association with a new target rifle in 2003.

Magne Seim, Technical Manager of Rubb

Norway (standing, second from right) took

part in the handover to the local youth

team. He also participated in a

competition on that occasion, but he has

kept very quiet as to the result.

Mikkeline Zurhaar Birkeland continues to

make ground in the international horse

jumping circuits. Her main achievement

was to win a third place bronze in the

Team European Championship for Young

Riders. She also repeated her feat of 2002

and won a second place in the Norwegian

national championships. At the Oslo

Horse Show she was part of the

Norwegian team that got the gold medal

in the Nordic Team Championships.

Mikkeline has also toured Europe and has

competed in Gothenburg, Reims, and

various locations in Denmark.  In these

events she has usually done very well .

Mikkeline now lives and trains in Århus,

Denmark and is involved in horse jumping

full time. Rubb appreciates the

opportunity to be able to back a

competitor at this high international level.

Rubb Inc: sponsors
Marcel & race car

Mikkeline goes for
bronze in European
Championships

Congratulations
- it’s 30 years
Finn Atle Haldorsen makes presentations

to: Kåre Habbestad, Turid Gjøseter,

Sebjørn Age, Magnar Stokke (25 years

service), Egil Mathisen and Gunnar

Hollund for their loyal support.

Congratulations
- it’s 25 years
In November 2003 Rubb Buildings Ltd had

the pleasure of celebrating the fact that

several employees had been with the

company for 25 years. From left to right

are Ray Colby (sales manager since the

company's inception), Ian Mackley (sales

engineer), Ron Adams (designer), Michael

Halpin (production supervisor). On the far

right is the founder of the Rubb Group, Mr.

Finn Haldorsen who had the pleasure of

honoring the dedicated staff. Mr.

Haldorsen commented during his speech

that it was employees such as these, who

have shown loyalty and perseverance that

have made Rubb Buildings Ltd the solid

company it is today.

Rubb sponsors new
target rifle for
Bremnes Skytterlag


